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Matter M20 - Policy H2 - Small Sites.  

Pocket Living has a long history of delivering homes for Londoners in over half of London’s 

boroughs. Pocket homes are sold outright to local first-time buyers priced out of private 

housing and unable to secure social housing. Homes are sold at a discount of 20% to other 

one-bedroom flats in the area.  

 

Pocket Living has become an acknowledged part of the genuinely affordable housing offer 

in the Capital. With the help of the £25 million loan the Mayor invested in Pocket Living in 

2017 and the £26.4 million loan the GLA provided from the Housing Covenant Fund in 2013, 

the company will start on 1,059 genuinely affordable homes for Londoners who are unable 

to access mainstream affordable housing and are priced out of the open market. Pocket is a 

subsidy free form of affordable housing. 

 

A Section 106 agreement outlines the eligibility that a purchaser of a Pocket home must 

fulfil: purchasers must live or work in the local borough, have a household income must 

below the Mayor of London’s affordable housing threshold and they must not own another 

property. Pocket Living provides homes which comply with the NPPF definition of 

affordable housing in Annex 2, through the use of the S106 and strict eligibility criteria and 

monitoring. 

 



 

Pocket Living has made representations on previous versions of the London Plan in order to 

support the delivery of affordable homes. These representations have been supported by 

officers of the GLA and by EIP Examiners. The policies of the current London Plan have 

assisted Pocket Living in its negotiations with LPAs, demonstrating a pan-London 

approach to the delivery of intermediate housing.  

 

This policy supports Pocket Living’s core model for smaller schemes, as it offers a 

presumption in favour of development on schemes below 25 units or 0.25ha.  This policy 

would support Pocket Living in delivering more homes, and represents a potential 

opportunity for delivering wholly affordable schemes in the outer London Boroughs. 

 

Pocket Living supports the wording of Policy H2 (A to C). It is considered this policy text will 

assist in delivering more homes (and more affordable homes) across London and especially 

in outer London.  

 

However, Pocket Living has a strong concern with the wording of Policy H2 (D to F). The 

‘presumption in favour’ for H2 (D, E & F) will only apply to schemes with 25 or less units 

(Small Housing Developments) and not to sites with a site area of 0.25ha or less which may 

have more than 25 units (Small Sites).  

 

Paragraph 59 of the NNPF states that  

To support the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes, it 

is important that a sufficient amount and variety of land can come forward where it is 

needed, that the needs of groups with specific housing requirements are addressed and 

that land with permission is developed without unnecessary delay.  

 

Paragraph 4.2.1 of the Draft London Plan reflects the objectives of Paragraph 59 and states 

that for London to meet its housing needs, small sites below 0.25 hectares must make up a 



 

greater contribution of new supply across London. Table 4.2 has a target for delivery of 

24,573 homes per year on small sites. If this objective is to be met then approximately 1,000 

small sites delivering 25 homes would need to be found. In Pocket’s experience, while there 

are a significant number of smaller sites which could be brought forwards, bringing 1,000 

forward will be a significant challenge.  Therefore, increasing the rate of housing delivery 

from small housing sites is a strategic priority. This requires positive and proactive planning 

by boroughs, both in terms of planning decisions and plan-making. 

 

The importance of Small Sites below 0.25ha (as opposed to small housing developments) is 

not reflected in the wording of the policy. The policy should explicitly state that the 

‘presumption in favour’ applies to both Small Housing Developments and Small Sites.  

 

Pocket Living considers that the wording in Section H6 (D to F) does not reflect the 

approach taken in Policy D6 of the London Plan, as it does not make more effective use of 

land or support higher densities of development.  

 

This differentiation is illogical. It encourages low density development which runs contrary 

to the Mayor’s objectives and those of the NPPF about making effective use of land.  

 

For example, a 25 unit scheme on a site of 0.25ha with PTAL of 3 (as per Policy H2 (D) (2)) 

would result in a density of 100 units per hectare. Policy D6 (C) says this would be below all 

of the proposed density thresholds where higher design scrutiny would be undertaken 

(including those in PTAL’s of 0-1). Thus, the policy promotes low density on sites up to 

0.25ha.  

 

If the density of a development was taken as the threshold where greater design scrutiny is 

required (Policy D6 (C)) it would deliver more than double the number of units in moderate 

accessibility areas, and four times the units in higher accessibility areas. For example, an 



 

area with a density of 240 units per hectare in a PTAL 3 area would provide 60 homes. An 

area with 405 units per hectare (PTAL 4-6) would deliver 100 homes.  

 

Providing a presumption in favour of both Small Housing Developments and Small Sites 

(subject to the majority of exemptions in (F)) would result in a very significant uplift in the 

delivery of homes across London, and help the Mayor achieve his target of 50% of homes 

being delivered on small sites.  

 

The policy also fails to differentiate between types of housing. Pocket Living delivers 

almost exclusively one-bedroom homes in a development. As a result, Pocket Living 

developments have a disproportionally high density, based on unit numbers. A typical 

developer-led scheme would be at a lower density, even with the same scale and massing. 

For example, a Pocket scheme of 40 units would have a net internal area of 1520sqm 

compared to a developer led scheme of 40 units (with an average 2 bed flat) would have a 

net internal area of 2800sqm. The same area could produce nearly twice the number of 

Pocket homes. By allowing the presumption in favour to apply to developments on sites 

below 0.25ha but which can deliver more than 25 units, the Mayor will make a significant 

difference to the delivery of new homes.  

 

Pocket recommend that a presumption in favour of development should apply for both 

small application schemes (1 to 25 units) and for small sites (0.25ha).  

 

Pocket Living believes that H2 (F) (7) should refer to designated employment sites. 

Redundant employment land across London, provides an important source of housing sites 

(many of which are small sites). Where a small site is not a designated employment site, the 

presumption in favour should apply.  

 



 

Pocket Living proposes rewording Policy H2 (D to F) as below. Suggested additions are 

noted in red. Deletions are crossed through:  

 

The presumption in favour of small housing developments between 1 and 25 

homes and Small Sites (below 0.25ha) 

 

D To deliver the small sites targets in Table 4.2, boroughs should apply a presumption 

in favour of the following types of small housing development which provide between 

one and 25 homes and/or small sites below 0.25ha: 

1) infill development on vacant or underused brownfield sites 

2) proposals to increase the density of existing residential houses within PTALs 3-6 or 

within 800m of a station37A or town centre boundary37B through: 

a) residential conversions (subdivision of houses into flats) 

b) residential extensions (upward, rear and side) 

c) the demolition and/or redevelopment of existing houses and/or ancillary buildings 

d) infill development within the curtilage of a house37C 

3) the redevelopment or upward extension of flats, non-residential buildings and 

residential garages to provide additional housing. 

 

E For the purposes of part D, the presumption in favour of small housing developments 

and/or small sites means approving small housing developments and/or small sites 

unless it can be demonstrated that the development would give rise to an unacceptable 

level of harm that outweighs the benefits of additional housing provision; or where 

development does not comply with a design code prepared in accordance with part B. 

 



 

F The presumption in favour of small housing developments and/or small sites should 

not be applied to: 

1) designated heritage assets and their settings37D (however, a presumption in favour of 

residential conversions should be applied in conservation areas) 

2) developments providing more than 25 homes 

3) proposals that do not provide net additional housing 

4) sites of more than 0.25 hectares in size 

5) non-self-contained housing schemes (i.e. that are not in Class C3 residential use) 

6) sites that contribute to the strategic functions of the Central Activities Zone (CAZ) 

7) designated industrial or designated employment sites 

7A) change of use of non-residential buildings to residential use37E 

7B) designated Green Belt, MOL, Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation 

(SINCs)37F and other protected public open spaces 

7C) buildings that would be more than 30 metres high (following their redevelopment 

or extension) 

7D) development that involves the alteration or replacement of existing homes on 

social housing estates. 


